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Rebecca Neville
Jerry Markon

From:
Sent:

Sunday, June 21, 2020 11:15 PM

To:

Jerry Markon

Cc:

Jerry Markon

Subject:

Georgian Parliament Overwhelmingly Adopts Historic Constitutional Changes on the
First Reading

Good Evening,

In a significant move today, the Georgian Parliament voted overwhelmingly on first reading to adopt Constitutional
Amendments to strengthen Georgia's democracy and enact the historic March 8th Agreement on electoral reform.

The vote was immediately hailed by Georgia's Western Allies:

•

The U.S. Embassy in Tbilisi called the vote an "important first step towards greater parliamentary pluralism..."
and urged the amendments be adopted with "broad support."

•

The High Representative of the EU for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy, Josep Borrell Fontelles, called the vote
a "historic achievement."

•

The E.U. Ambassador to Georgia stated that he hopes "all sides will take responsibility to ensure its final
success."

•

U.S. Rep. Adam Kinzinger, a member of the House Foreign Affairs Committee, stated: "Congratulations... To PM
Gakharia, Speaker Talakvidze... we stand with you!

Please find below a statement from Georgian Dream, the ruling political party in Georgia.

Thanks,
Jerry

Statement:
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Press Release: Georgian Dream - Democratic Georgia
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Georgian Parliament Overwhelmingly Adopts Historic Constitutional Changes on the First
Reading
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Changes Will Strengthen Georgian Democracy and Ensure Free, Fair, and Representative
Elections this Fall
(Tbilisi - 21 June 2020) Today the Parliament of Georgia voted to adopt the Constitutional Amendments to
strengthen Georgia's democracy and enact the March 8th electoral reform agreement on the first reading with
the support of 136 members out of 150.

After the onslaught of the pandemic and the steady re-opening of our economy, the Georgian Dream party
has now delivered what the Georgian people want, and the international community has embraced: a more
vibrant future for Georgian democracy. This starts with the passage of the Constitutional amendments to
ensure free, fair, and representative elections this Fall.

The historic electoral reform agreement was reached by all political parties on March 8th of this year. The
Memorandum of Understanding obliged all the signatories to put the interests of the Georgian citizens and
the consolidation of Georgia's democracy first. The agreement was accompanied by a Joint Statement
recognizing the broader objective of holding free and fair elections.

The March 8th agreement was the outcome of more than three months of intense rounds of negotiations
among the broad spectrum of political parties, civil society, and international partners.

The entire process was facilitated by the representatives of the United States, European Union, Germany, and
the Council of Europe. The participation of Georgia's allies to reach the agreement and their outspoken
support for all parties to ratify the agreement was indispensable. Just two days ago, prior to the first reading,
the facilitators issued a joint statement calling on all parties to "participate in the historic ballot and make full
changes."

The changes ratified by parliament today will introduce a new parliamentary composition based on 120
proportional and 30 majoritarian seats, as well as a 1% threshold for parties, and a cap ensuring that no single
party that garners less than 40% of votes may claim a majority. The passage of these amendments
incorporates key OSCE/ODIHR recommendations.

As declared, the full support of the ruling Georgian Dream party remained unchanged: 92 MPs representing
the majority voted in favor of adopting the amendments negotiated on March 8th. Only one Georgian
Dream MP voted against adopting the amendments. Independent MPs and other parties followed the same
pattern. Just a few hours before the plenary, one of the radical opposition parties, European Georgia,
announced that they would participate in the first reading. Ironically, European Georgia set a precondition for
further support of the amendments: the release from prison of a well-known criminal, a shareholder of a TV
Channel Giorgi Rurua. European Georgia's participation in the voting was ultimately not a decisive factor for
the adoption of the changes, as the approval required 113 votes in total. European Georgia's decision to vote
was aimed at preserving credibility in the eyes of international partners who provided unprecedented
encouragement for their participation.

Despite the encouragement of international diplomats from Georgia's key allies (the US, EU, and other
European nations) the largest opposition party — UNM -- refused to participate in the vote. It has been
suggested that the primary concern of the radical opposition is their extremely low level of public support. For
this reason, a failure to move towards more proportional representation is in their primary interest. The
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radical opposition's record of boycotting such topics proves that the last thing they have ever wanted is
proportional elections. Indeed, during their time in power (2004-2012), they used every available resource to
avoid making this kind of democratic change.

###
NOTE: These materials are distributed by DCI Group AZ, L.L.C. for Political Union of Citizens "Georgian Dream Democratic Georgia," and additional information is on file with the Department of Justice, Washington, DC.
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Rebecca Neville
Jerry Markon

From:
Sent:

Sunday, June 21, 2020 5:55 PM

To:

Jerry Markon

Cc:

Jerry Markon

Subject:

Georgia's President Pardons Opposition Politicians; Opposition Must Now Support
Historic Electoral Reforms

Good Afternoon,

In a significant move today, the Georgian Parliament voted overwhelmingly on first reading to adopt Constitutional
Amendments to strengthen Georgia's democracy and enact the historic March 8th Agreement on electoral reform.

The vote was immediately hailed by Georgia's Western Allies:

•

The U.S. Embassy in Tbilisi called the vote an "important first step towards greater parliamentary pluralism..."
and urged the amendments be adopted with "broad support."

•

The High Representative of the EU for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy, Josep Borrell Fontelles, called the vote
a "historic achievement."

•

The E.U. Ambassador to Georgia stated that he hopes "all sides will take responsibility to ensure its final
success."

•

U.S. Rep. Adam Kinzinger, a member of the House Foreign Affairs Committee, stated: "Congratulations... To PM
Gakharia, Speaker Talakvidze... we stand with you!

Please find below a statement from Georgian Dream, the ruling political party in Georgia.

Thanks,
Jerry

Statement:
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Press Release: Georgian Dream - Democratic Georgia
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Georgian Parliament Overwhelmingly Adopts Historic Constitutional Changes on the First
Reading
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Changes Will Strengthen Georgian Democracy and Ensure Free, Fair, and Representative
Elections this Fall
(Tbilisi - 21 June 2020) Today the Parliament of Georgia voted to adopt the Constitutional Amendments to
strengthen Georgia's democracy and enact the March 8th electoral reform agreement on the first reading with
the support of 136 members out of 150.

After the onslaught of the pandemic and the steady re-opening of our economy, the Georgian Dream party
has now delivered what the Georgian people want, and the international community has embraced: a more
vibrant future for Georgian democracy. This starts with the passage of the Constitutional amendments to
ensure free, fair, and representative elections this Fall.

The historic electoral reform agreement was reached by all political parties on March 8th of this year. The
Memorandum of Understanding obliged all the signatories to put the interests of the Georgian citizens and
the consolidation of Georgia's democracy first. The agreement was accompanied by a Joint Statement
recognizing the broader objective of holding free and fair elections.

The March 8th agreement was the outcome of more than three months of intense rounds of negotiations
among the broad spectrum of political parties, civil society, and international partners.

The entire process was facilitated by the representatives of the United States, European Union, Germany, and
the Council of Europe. The participation of Georgia's allies to reach the agreement and their outspoken
support for all parties to ratify the agreement was indispensable. Just two days ago, prior to the first reading,
the facilitators issued a joint statement calling on all parties to "participate in the historic ballot and make full
changes."

The changes ratified by parliament today will introduce a new parliamentary composition based on 120
proportional and 30 majoritarian seats, as well as a 1% threshold for parties, and a cap ensuring that no single
party that garners less than 40% of votes may claim a majority. The passage of these amendments
incorporates key OSCE/ODIHR recommendations.

As declared, the full support of the ruling Georgian Dream party remained unchanged: 92 MPs representing
the majority voted in favor of adopting the amendments negotiated on March 8th. Only one Georgian
Dream MP voted against adopting the amendments. Independent MPs and other parties followed the same
pattern. Just a few hours before the plenary, one of the radical opposition parties, European Georgia,
announced that they would participate in the first reading. Ironically, European Georgia set a precondition for
further support of the amendments: the release from prison of a well-known criminal, a shareholder of a TV
Channel Giorgi Rurua. European Georgia's participation in the voting was ultimately not a decisive factor for
the adoption of the changes, as the approval required 113 votes in total. European Georgia's decision to vote
was aimed at preserving credibility in the eyes of international partners who provided unprecedented
encouragement for their participation.

Despite the encouragement of international diplomats from Georgia's key allies (the US, EU, and other
European nations) the largest opposition party — UNM -- refused to participate in the vote. It has been
suggested that the primary concern of the radical opposition is their extremely low level of public support. For
this reason, a failure to move towards more proportional representation is in their primary interest. The
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radical opposition's record of boycotting such topics proves that the last thing they have ever wanted is
proportional elections. Indeed, during their time in power (2004-2012), they used every available resource to
avoid making this kind of democratic change.

###
NOTE: These materials are distributed by DCI Group AZ, L.L.C. for Political Union of Citizens "Georgian Dream Democratic Georgia," and additional information is on file with the Department of Justice, Washington, DC.
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